Is Chris Brown a Celebrity
Baby Daddy?
By Maggie Manfredi
Not exactly model behavior! According to People.com, the
latest celebrity news reports that Chris Brown is a baby daddy
to a nine-month-old baby girl. The child’s mother is a former
model that the singer has known for some time now. Brown’s onand-off-again girlfriend Karrueche Tran is not a fan of the
breaking celebrity news. Tran tweeted, “Listen. One can only
take so much. The best of luck to Chris and his family. No
baby drama for me.” However there is no comment from the
alleged celebrity baby daddy yet.

Celebrity baby or not, it can be
challenging when you have an
unexpected pregnancy. What are some
ways you can prepare for a child
before you are ready?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether you want things to happen or not, sometimes
life intervenes. Cupid has some ways you can prepare for the
unforeseen circumstance of being a parent unexpectedly:
1. Get educated: If you find yourself filling a new parent
role, one of your first power moves should be to gain some
knowledge. There are tons of books out there you can read, or
talk to some friends that have parenting experience. This will
help you deal with the fear of the unknown.

Related Link: Chris Brown Says Karrueche Tran Dated Drake and
Didn’t Visit Him In Jail
2. Find support: If it is an unexpected pregnancy, you might
not have the support of the other parent for whatever reason.
Find support where you can! There are support groups out there
for single parents and separated parents. You could also seek
out professional help to talk through the life changing
situation, or simply reach out to your loved ones for
guidance.
Related Link: Kendall and Kylie Jenner Cozy Up To Chris Brown
And Trey Songz at Party
3. Everything happens: There is that common saying, everything
happens for a reason. Do not run from your responsibilities,
face them head on! If you give it your all as a new parent and
be the best you can be then you will end up okay, and your
child will too.
Do you think Chris Brown is the father? Share your predictions
below!

